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Abstract— In order to quantify the sensor redundancy and
its effect on the system robustness, this paper presents a
redundancy analysis of linear sensor systems. Specifically, we
define a sensor redundancy measure and develop abound-
and-decomposealgorithm to determine the degree of sensor
redundancy in a more efficient way than other known alter-
natives. The sensor redundancy measure can quantify the fault
tolerance capability of a sensor system, and guide the sensor
system design toward a robust system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent innovations in sensor technology enable manufac-
turers to distribute sensors in manufacturing processes for
quality monitoring, defect detection, and fault diagnosis.
Even if a single sensor is relatively reliable, the chances
that some sensors may malfunction in a large-size sensor
system are actually high. Without isolating and eliminating
sensor anomalies, malfunctioning sensors could mislead our
understanding of the process status, and consequently, may
cause frequent false alarms and jeopardize productivity.

Traditionally, sensor system reliability has been ensured
by employing off-line gauge Repeatability and Repro-
ducibility (R&R) calibration. However, this can be quite
time consuming and costly for in-process distributed sensor
systems. In order to diagnose sensor anomalies immediately,
built-in test equipment may be included in sensors. Several
issues arise in implementing such a hardware approach
because the monitoring system itself is subject to failure,
monitoring of which requires another test system. This
would prevent adequate monitoring that assures the system
works as intended under all conditions.

In this paper, we consider systems with redundant sen-
sors. By redundant sensors it generally means that the num-
ber of sensors is larger than the number of source signals
we monitor. Redundant sensors make it possible for the
estimation of process status to be not affected by or be less
sensitive to sensor anomalies. In other words, redundancy in
sensor systems can prevent system level failure when some
individual sensors fail. Hence, identifying the redundancy
structure of a given sensor system is essential to measuring
the robustness or the fault tolerance capability of sensor
systems.

In our current research undertaking, we limit ourselves
to the class of sensor systems, in which the relationship be-
tween measurements and source signals can be adequately
modeled by a linear model structure such as:

y = Hu + e, (1)

wherey is ann-dimensional vector that denotes measure-
ments from sensors,u is ap-dimensional vector that denotes
the underlying source signals,e denotes the sensor noises,
andH is then× p system matrix or design matrix that is

mainly determined by the locations of sensors. Naturally,
n is the number of sensors in the system andp is the
number of process inputs. Many actual sensor systems
have been modeled by this linear structure, for examples,
those in manufacturing processes (Ding et al. 2002), in
electrical power systems (Mili et al. 1990), in power plant
instrumentations (Dorr et al. 1997).

In automatic control engineering, Staroswiecki et al.
(2004) performed studies on the redundancy measure for
a linear sensor model. In their work, the concept of sensor
redundancy was defined using an estimability condition. We
adopt the same approach to define the sensor redundancy
in Section 2.1 as well. Staroswiecki et al. (2004) further
suggested an algorithm to find the sensor redundancy mea-
sure, and this algorithm is in essence identical to the basic
exhaustive search algorithm that we will briefly describe in
Section 2.3. However, their algorithm becomes much less
efficient when the degree of sensor redundancy is large.

It comes as no surprise that the proposed research is
also related to the robust regression research since model
(1) is mathematically equivalent to that used in linear
regression analysis. If we treat the sensor anomalies as
the outliers in statistical analysis, a robust regression that
can handle outliers may also be applied to a linear sensor
system. The robustness of a regression method is usually
characterized by the breakdown point (Donoho and Huber
1983), which is the smallest fraction of outliers that can
ruin an estimator. The higher the breakdown point value,
the more robust an estimator is. One of the commonly
used high-breakdown-point estimators is the least trimmed
squares (LTS) estimator (Rousseeuw 1987).

The fundamental reason that a regression method can
assume certain degree of robustness is because of the
existence of measurement redundancy, the same reason as
what we argued for why a linear sensor system may be able
to tolerate sensor failures. However, a redundancy measure
was rarely mentioned in the robust regression literature
probably because determining the measurement redundancy
seems straightforward for the majority cases studied therein.
The correspondingH matrix in a robust regression analysis
is usually constituted by the measurements of regressors,
and thus, generally speaking, anyp row vectors of the
n×p matrix H are linearly independent; a matrix structure
labeled by Mili and Coakley (1996) as thegeneral position.
The challenge lies in finding the degree of redundancy for
the system with its design matrixH in the so-calledreduced
position, which was defined by Mili and Coakley (1996)
as those that have somep row vectors that are linearly
dependent. WhenH is in the reduced position, the resulting
redundancy measure will depend on the structure ofH.



In this paper, we present thebound-and-decomposepro-
cedure that finds the sensor redundancy in an efficient way.
The resulting sensor redundancy may find many applica-
tions: it can be used to characterize the fault tolerance
capability of a sensor system, to help select proper pa-
rameters to be used in the LTS estimator, and also to
compare different sensor system designs and even guide
the future design toward a robust system. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
define the sensor redundancy and present the bound-and-
decompose algorithm. In Section 3, the application of the
sensor redundancy measure is discussed. Section 4 illus-
trates the proposed method using a distributed, redundant
sensor system in a multi-station assembly process. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. REDUNDANCY IN SENSORSYSTEMS

2.1 Definition of sensor system redundancy

In the linear system modely = Hu + e, the system
matrix H is decided by the design of the physical sensor
system. In order to estimate the underlying source signals in
u uniquely, the system matrixH must satisfy the following
condition,

rank(H) = p, (2)

and then, we sayu is uniquely estimable. Suppose that some
sensor measurements iny are deleted, and denote byd
the number of the deleted measurements and byH(−d) the
reduced system matrix after deleting the rows corresponding
to the deleted measurements. Ifrank(H(−d)) < p, then, we
sayu is not uniquely estimableor nonestimable.

We define the sensor redundancy associated with the
design matrix as follows.

Definition 1 (Sensor Redundancy):The sensor redun-
dancyδ(H), or simply δ, is defined asmin{d − 1 : there
existsH(−d) s.t. rank(H(−d)) < p}.

The sensor redundancy from Definition 1 can be ex-
pressed alternatively using the concepts in the matroid
theory. We derived that the sensor redundancy equals to
the size, subtracted by one, of the smallest circuits of the
dual matroid onHT . The details on the matroid theory can
be found in Murota (2000).

2.2 Algorithms to obtain the sensor redundancy

Basic idea
When attempting to find the degree of sensor redundancy,

the natural approach would be the circuit enumeration
algorithm from the matroid theory. However, circuit enu-
meration algorithms are efficient only when the number of
circuits is relatively small. In a general engineering setting,
the number of the circuits associated with the design matrix
is often too great for a circuit enumeration algorithm to be
efficient. For example, the26×12 H matrix used in Section
4 has 3,756 circuits. It takes about 45 hours to go through
more than 26 million iterations to find all the circuits.

To find the sensor redundancy, an enumeration of all
circuits is in fact unnecessary. This is because all we need
is the size of the smallest circuit associated with the design

Fig. 1. The design matrix structures

matrix. To that end, using the basic exhaustive search may
be better off, the procedure of which is as follows. Here,d
is the number of deleted rows makingH(−d), and the initial
value ofd is one.

1) If there existsH(−d) such that rank(H(−d)) < p, stop;
δ = d− 1.

2) If d < n− p, d = d + 1 and goto 1. Else,δ = n− p.

The basic exhaustive search relies directly on Definition 1
and recursively checks the rank of the reduced design matrix
until finding the sensor redundancy. Staroswiecki et al.
(2004) used such an approach in their study. The limitation
of the basic exhaustive search is that it may run into heavy
computation because the first step in the above procedure
takesCd

n rank testings, and as such, the computation time
is proportional to

∑δ
i=1 Ci

n, which increases very fast when
δ gets larger.

We noticed that many engineering systems have a sparse
design matrix. A sparse design matrix usually possesses
certain type of structure, which provides an opportunity
for us to reduce the computation time when seeking for
a high degree of sensor redundancy. To an extreme, if
the design matrix is a composition of disjoint submatrices,
then the sensor redundancyδ(H) is simply the smallest
value of the sensor redundancy associated with each disjoint
submatrix. In general, a design matrix in such a form is
not very common. A common manifestation of a sparse
design matrix usually takes the format of thebordered
block diagonal form(BBDF) as illustrated in Figure 1(a)
(Tewarson 1973). The bottom two rows of the matrix in
Fig. 1(a) is called theborder rows. Of course, the matrix
in the BBDF could take far more complicated appearance
such as the one in Fig. 1(b). The common feature of a
BBDF matrix is that once the border rows are identified
and removed, the rest of the matrix can be decomposed
into smaller size disjoint submatrices.

Naturally, in order to effectively utilize the inherent
structure in a design matrix when calculating the sensor
redundancy, the first step is to decompose a large design
matrix into smaller pieces whenever it is possible. Such
a decomposition is actually tricky for a general matrix;
a sophisticated procedure utilizing results from the graph
theory is devised subsequently to fulfill the task. It will
also become clear later that one cannot always determine
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Fig. 2. A bipartite graph representation ofH

the sensor redundancy of the original system by simply
using the smaller subsystems after decomposition. We will
prove that one can only do so when the degree of sensor
redundancyδ is greater than a bound, determined by the
size of the border rows of a design matrix.

In light of the above understanding, we devise thebound-
and-decomposealgorithm. The bound-and-decompose algo-
rithm will apply the basic exhaustive search algorithm until
d reaches the bound. It will then decompose the original
matrix and also intelligently decide which combination of
the resulting submatrices it will test in order to gain the
greatest saving in computation. Our later example shows
that the bound-and-decompose algorithm can by and large
avoid the heavy computation for a largeδ when the design
matrix is indeed embodied with a bordered block structure.
Identifying the design matrix structure

For the purpose of decomposition, we represent a matrix
using a bipartite graph (Murota 2000). Abipartite graph, or
bigraph, is a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into
two disjoint sets, represented byV + andV −, such that no
arc exists between any two vertices within the same set. As
such, a node of a bipartite graph only has neighbors in the
other set. A bipartite graph onH is a graphG(V +, V −, A)
with a vertex setV + = Row(H) and V − = Col(H) and
the arc setA = {(i, j)|hij 6= 0}. Fig. 2(b) shows the
bigraph on the design matrixH in Fig. 2(a).

The decomposition procedure first needs to identify the
separating setof the bigraph, which intuitively corresponds
to the border rows in Figure 1(b). In a bigraph, we say that a
set of verticesS is a separating set if there exist two vertices
a, b /∈ S such that all paths betweena andb pass through at
least one vertex ofS. Even (1979, pp 121–129) provided a
detailed algorithm to obtain the smallest separating set. In
order to find the border rows (not border columns), we need
to restrict the final separatingS to be a subset of Row(H),
but directly applying Even (1979)’s algorithm to the bigraph
does not guarantee so. Hence, we develop a method to
find border rows still using Even (1979)’s algorithm. Our
method starts with reducing the bigraph to have only the
vertices corresponding to Row(H). In doing so, we add
a new arc between any two vertices in Row(H) that are
connected through a vertex in Col(H), and subsequently,
delete the vertices in Col(H) and their incident arcs. Figure
2(c) shows the reduced graph made from the bigraph in
Figure 2(b). Then, we can apply Even (1979)’s algorithm
on the reduced graph to find aS that is guaranteed to be a

subset of Row(H).
Once the separating setS, which corresponds to the

smallest border rows, is identified, the next step is partition-
ing the rest of the matrix into disjoint submatrices. Denote
by H[I, J ] the submatrix ofH with the row setI and the
column setJ , namely,H[I, J ]=(hij |i ∈ I, j ∈ J); and let
R = Row(H) andC = Col(H). The notationH[R−S, C]
represents the rest of the originalH matrix after a separating
set S is removed. To identify each disjoint submatrix of
H[R − S, C], one can apply the depths-first search (DFS)
algorithm to the bipartite graphG(R − S, C,Ar), where
Ar denotes the arc set{(i, j)|hij 6= 0, i /∈ S}; a detailed
procedure of the DFS algorithm can be found in Even
(1979, pp. 53–57).

Combining the above two steps, the procedure of iden-
tifying the structure of a design matrix is summarized as
follows:

1) For all v1, v2 ∈ Row(H) and v1 6= v2, if there exists
v3 ∈ Col(H) such thatv1 andv2 are connected through
v3, make a new arc connectingv1 andv2.

2) Delete all the nodes corresponding toCol(H) and their
associated arcs. Then, we have a reduced graph only
with the vertices corresponding toRow(H)

3) Find the smallest separating setQ1 of the reduced graph.
4) Find vc ∈ Col(H), which has the least number of

neighbors in the bigraph. LetQ2 ⊆ Row(H) be the
set of all the neighbors ofvc.

5) If |Q1| ≤ |Q2|, thenS = Q1. OtherwiseS = Q2.
6) Run DFS onG(Row(H)− S, Col(H), Ar).

In the above procedure, after applying Even’s algorithm
in Step 3, the resulting smallest separating set of the reduced
graph is generally also the smallest separating subset of
Row(H) for the original bigraph. However, there could exist
an exception, which is captured by Step 4 and Step 5. By the
definition of a bigraph,Q2, obviously a subset of Row(H),
is also a separating set. The size ofQ2 could be smaller
than that ofQ1. When that happens, Step 5 simply selects
the smaller one betweenQ1 and Q2. It is not difficult to
prove thatS in Step 5 is the smallest separating subset of
Row(H) for the bigraph.

Consider the design matrix in Figure 2 as an example.
Using the above procedure, we first identify the sixth
row as the separating set, which is also the border row.
After removing the sixth row, the DFS algorithm will
decompose the rest of the bigraph into two disconnected
subgraphs, as illustrated in Figure 3. The two discon-
nected subgraphs indicate that the disjoint submatrices are
H[{2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 3}] andH[{1, 4}, {4}], i.e. the blocks in
the BBDF matrix.
The bound-and-decompose algorithm

After applying the above decomposition procedure, sup-
pose that it yieldsr disconnected subgraphs. The set
of vertices in V − associated with each one of them is
denoted by(C1, . . . , Cr), which are in fact the columns
for each block. Denote byRi the nonzero row labels
of H[R,Ci]. Then, we partition the original matrix into
submatricesH[R1, C1], . . . ,H[Rr, Cr]. But please note that
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Fig. 3. The identification of blocks by DFS on the bipartite graph

the H[R1, C1], . . . ,H[Rr, Cr] are not necessarily disjoint
because they contain the rows from the separating setS.
For the example in Figure 2,(C1, C2) = ({1, 2, 3}, {4}),
which can be directly identified from the partitioned bigraph
in Figure 3. The(R1, R2) = ({2, 3, 5, 6}, {1, 4, 6}), which
include the border row{6} in them, so thatR1 andR2 are
not disjoint.

When it comes to testing the submatrix, generally speak-
ing, one can test not only a submatrix that is an indi-
vidual block but also a submatrix that combines several
individual blocks., i.e., a combination ofH[Rr, Cr]′s. Let
X ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that |X| = k, k = 1, . . . , r.
So k is the number of blocks in the resulting subma-
trix combination. For a givenk, there areCk

r possible
combinations to generate distinctX ′s, and the resulting
submatrices are denoted byH(k), which is the set of
matricesH[

⋃
i∈X Ri,

⋃
j∈X Cj ]; we call them thek-block

submatrices. For the example in Figure 2,H(1) is the set
containingH[R1, C1] andH[R2, C2], andH(2) = H[R1 ∪
R2, C1 ∪ C2], which is the same asH.

As we mentioned earlier, the bound-and-decompose algo-
rithm starts with testing the rank of the original matrix while
eliminating certain number of rows from it, untild, the
number of eliminated rows, reaches a bound. The following
theorem specifies the bound.

Theorem 1: Given any X ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that
|X| = k and1 ≤ k ≤ r, if δ ≥ k+1

k |S| − 2, then
δ = min

X
δ(H[

⋃

i∈X

Ri,
⋃

j∈X

Cj ]).

Theorem 1 indicates that the value of the bound allowing
us to start testing submatrices depends on what combination
of submatrices to be tested. When testing the one-block
submatrices, the bound ond is d ≥ 2|S| − 1, meaning
that one should test the original matrix untild = 2|S| − 2,
and then switch to the one-block submatrix testing. When
testing the(r−1)-block submatrics, the bound ond is d ≥

r
r−1 |S|−1, meaning that one should test the original matrix
until d = d r

r−1 |S|e − 2, wheredae is the smallest integer
greater than or equal toa, and then switch to the(r − 1)-
block submatrix testing. It becomes clear that the bound-
and-decompose algorithm will run the basic exhaustive
search ford to be one tod r

r−1 |S|e−2 and then switch to the
submatrix testing. The algorithm terminates whend reaches
minj(|Rj |−|Cj |)+1, and then, the sensor redundancyδ is
simply minj(|Rj |− |Cj |). By contrast, the basic exhaustive
search terminates whend reachesn− p.

The above understanding of the bound-and-decompose
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4, where the horizontal

Fig. 4. The bound-and-decompose algorithm

axis represents the value ofd, and its range is partitioned
into three segments. The first segment is for the rank testing
of the original matrix, the same as what the basic exhaustive
search does; the second segment is for the rank testing
of submatrices; and the third segment is whenδ can be
determined without a rank testing. Operations associated
with the first and third segments are straightforward, and
hence, they should be clear directly from Figure 4.

In the second segment in Figure 4, for a givend, there
exists multiple possibilities of rank testing for thek-block
submatrices. We need to select the one that requires the
least computation time. The computation time for rank
testing depends on the number of possible reduced matrices
H(−d) that can be generated by removingd rows fromH.
Denote byN(−d)(k) the total number of reduced matrices
generated fromall the submatrices inH(k). For a givend,
we should choose thek∗ that minimizesN(−d)(k), namely
k∗ = arg min N(−d)(k), and then test the ranks of the

resulting reduced matricesH(k∗)
(−d). The operations involved

here are illustrated in the middle part of Figure 4.

3. APPLICATIONS OFSENSORREDUNDANCY MEASURE

We have argued earlier that the fundamental reason that a
sensor system may be able tolerate sensor faults is because
of the existence of sensor redundancy. In model (1), when
sensors are working properly,e is assumed to have zero
mean and a covariance matrixσ2I, whereσ2 is the precision
level specified by the manufacturer of sensors. Two typical
types of sensor faults are biased readings, characterized by a
nonzero mean ine, and deteriorated precision, characterized
by an elevated variance level ofe. These sensor faults
make the estimation ofu far off from the actual value. The
question is when we can deem a sensor system fault tolerant
and how we can quantify it.

The model we consider here is mathematically equivalent
to the regression model, and the estimation objective is also
the same. Therefore, we translate the concepts such as the
breakdown point (Donoho and Huber 1983) from the robust
regression to define the fault tolerance capability of a sensor
system. One difference is that, in this paper, we assume that
the design matrixH is not subject to error, and the potential
contaminations iny are only caused by sensor failures. For
this reason, the estimatorT for u is a function ofH andy,
i.e., T (H,y). Accordingly, we slightly modify the notation
of the bias measure defined in the breakdown point (Donoho
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and Huber 1983) to account for the effects of sensor failures,
specifically,bias(m; T,H) = supy′ ||T (H,y′)−T (H,y)||,
where y′ denotes the sensor measurements when some
sensors are not working properly, andm is the number
of sensor faults. Using this bias measure, we say that the
sensor system is fault tolerant ifbias(m; T,H) is finite. In a
fault tolerant system, sensor anomalies will have a bounded
influence on the estimation of the process inputu. Naturally,
for a given estimatorT , the fault tolerance capability of a
sensor system is the maximum number of sensor faults that
still cause only a bounded influence on the estimation ofu.

Definition 2 (Fault Tolerance Capability): Given an
estimatorT , the fault tolerance capabilityτ(H, T ) is

τ(H, T ) = max{m : bias(m; T ) < ∞}.
The above definition indicates that the fault tolerance ca-
pability depends on two factors; one is the sensor system
design as modeled byH and the other is the estimator
T to be used. Suppose that there exists a capable, robust
estimatorT that can tolerate the largest number of sensor
faults, then themaximumfault tolerance capability can be
defined asτ(H)max = maxT τ(H, T ). This, depending
only on the sensor system design, can be used as a criterion
to measure the fault tolerance capability of a sensor system.

In our notation, the breakdown point defined in Donoho
and Huber (1983) can be expressed asmax{m/n :
bias(m; T ) = ∞}. Mili and Coakley (1996) studied the
breakdown point when the design matrix is in reduced
position, and revised the maximum breakdown point as
[(n − M + 1)/2]/n, where M is the maximum number
of row vectors ofH that lie on a (p − 1)-dimensional
hyperplane passing through the origin. We derived the
following equation that reveals the relationship betweenM
andδ.

M = n− δ − 1. (3)

Not only does (3) associate the mathematical notationM
with a nice physical interpretation, but more importantly, it
also provides a means to calculateM given a design matrix
H using the bound-and-decompose algorithm previously
presented; no specific algorithm that findsM was included
in Mili and Coakely (1996). Using (3) and the result in
Mili and Coakley (1996), we conclude that the maximum
fault tolerance capabilityτ(H)max, or simplyτmax, satisfies
τmax = [δ(H)/2]

Rousseeuw (1987) developed the Least Trimmed Squares
(LTS) estimator that could achieve the maximum breakdown
point ([(n − p)/2] + 1)/n. The LTS estimator is given by
min

∑h
i=1 w2

(i), wherew2
(1) ≤ w2

(2) ≤ . . . ≤ w2
(n) are the

squared residuals arranged in an ascending order. To achieve
the highest breakdown point, Rousseeuw (1987) suggested
choosingh = [n/2]+ [(p+1)/2]. Mili and Coakley (1996)
proved that an LTS estimator can attain the maximum
breakdown point number[(n − M + 1)/2]/n when h is
chosen so thathL ≤ h ≤ hU , wherehL = [(n+M +1)/2]
and hU = [(n + M + 2)/2]. We translate the two bounds
using the sensor redundancy measure, and they arehL =
[(2n− δ)/2] andhU = [(2n− δ + 1)/2]. When taking the

Fig. 5. A three station assembly process

Fig. 6. The design matrix of the multistation assembly process

h parameter in this range for a specific degree of sensor
redundancy, the LTS estimator can attain the maximal fault
tolerance capabilityτmax of a sensor system. But an LTS
estimator may not achieve the maximum level of robustness
if h is selected so thath = [n/2]+[(p+1)/2], as suggested
in Rousseeuw (1987).

4. CASE STUDY

We consider a multi-station assembly process that is
equipped with a distributed, redundant sensor system, as
shown in Fig. 5. For this example, the underlying process
statusu denotes the random deviations associated with the
fixture locators that hold the parts during the assembly
operation. There are a total ofp = 12 potential deviations
on the three stations, namely the dimension ofu is 12× 1.
There are a total ofn=26 sensors and the design matrix
H for this sensor system is shown in Fig. 6. The detailed
modeling procedure to obtain thisH matrix can be found
in Jin and Shi (1999).

First, use the bigraph to identify the structure inH. For
the givenH, R = Row(H) = {1, 2, . . . , 26} and C =
Col(H} = {1, 2, . . . , 12}. We find thatS = {25, 26} and
r = 4. Second, use the bound-and-decompose algorithm
to find sensor redundancyδ; the computation procedure is
illustrated in Figure 7. Given r

r−1 |S| = 2.67, it means the
bound ond allowing us to switch to submatrices testing
is d r

r−1 |S|e − 1 = 2. Thus, we run the basic exhaustive
search ford = 1, and since Definition 1 was not satisfied,
we conclude thatδ > 1. Whend = 2, we may test the 2-
block, 3-block, and 4-block submatrices and it turns out that
N(−2)(4) is the smallest one among the three alternatives.
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Fig. 7. The bound-and-decompose algorithm on multistation assembly

Hence,k∗ = 4 for d = 2 and the ranks ofH(−2) are tested.
Again, we find thatδ > 2. The procedure is repeated for
d = 3, 4, 5. In those cases,k∗ = 1. Eventually, we test
the ranks of submatrices inH(1)

(−5) and find that the sensor
redundancyδ(H) = 4.

The computation path is highlighted by the solid arrows
in Fig. 7, where the dashed line indicates other possible
alternatives. Adding up the numbers on the solid arrows
gives us the the number of the iterations used by the bound-
and-decompose algorithm. By comparison, had we used the
basic exhaustive search entirely, the iteration number would
be equal to the adds-up of the numbers on the rightmost
arrows. The bound-and-decompose algorithm goes through
the 1,079 iterations in 1.3 seconds while the exhaustive
search takes 35 seconds to finish the 83,681 iterations.

Given δ = 4, the maximal fault tolerance capability of
the given sensor system isτmax = [δ/2] = 2. Suppose that
we change the design of the sensor system by replacing
one of thex-direction sensors with az-direction sensor
on Station 3, as depicted in Fig. 5. We are interested in
knowing what kind of difference it may cause in terms of
the system’s fault tolerance capability. To save space, we
do not display the new design matrixHnew. The bound-
and-decompose algorithm will be applied to the new design
matrix. We find that the new sensor redundancy ofHnew

is three so that the fault tolerance capability for the new
system isτ(Hnew)max = 1. This implies that changing the
measurement direction of one single sensor could cause the
sensor system to become less robust.

In order to utilize the LTS estimator in its maximal capac-
ity, we need to choose the parameterh = 24. Had we mis-
takenly choose theh parameter using Rousseeuw’s formula,
thenh = [n/2] + [p/2] = 19. Using these two LTS estima-
tors and also the ordinary least squares estimator, we run a
simulation study to observe their robustness. We simulated
K = 100 observations ofu by assumingui ∼ N(0, .01)
for i = 1, . . . , p, and denote the observations asu(t) where
t = 1, . . . ,K. The sensor noisee under a normal work
condition is assumed to be normally distributed with zero
mean and a small variance of .0004. Sensor faults are
simulated by adding a substantial deviation of magnitude.3

Number of faults OLS LTS(h = 19) LTS(h = 24)
0 .0020 .0074 .0039
1 .0370 .0407 .0116
2 .0771 .0626 .0127

TABLE I. MSE of OLS, LTS(h = 19), and LTS(h = 24)

to some of the measurements. To compare the performance
of these estimators, the average mean of squared errors
(MSE), trace

(
1/K

∑K
t=1[(u(t)− û(t))T (u(t)− û(t))]

)
,

is used. Table I shows the performances of each estimator.
One can see that with the presence of sensor faults, the
LTS estimator (h = 24) is more robust than both the OLS
estimator and the LTS estimator (h = 19).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a redundancy analysis of linear sensor
systems. We define the sensor redundancy measure based
on the combinatorial aspects of sensor systems with the
presence of potential sensor failures. We further develop a
new bound-and-decompose algorithm that can remarkably
reduce the computation time when finding the degree of
sensor redundancy for the design matrices that are embodied
with a decomposable bordered-block structure.

The resulting sensor redundancy finds its application in
several domains. Illustrated by a distributed sensor system
in a multi-station assembly process, the sensor redundancy
is used to quantify the fault tolerance capability of sensor
systems, and thus can help select a better, robust sensor
system design. It can also guide the selection of appropriate
estimation techniques. Without the guideline, an LTS esti-
mator may not be able to achieve its maximal fault tolerance
capacity or may even lose its robustness.
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